
KPIT implements a Virtual Test Environment (VTE) to complement automotive OEMs and Tier1s testing strategy. The Environment enables test

execution at component, targe independent, and target build levels using level 1 to level 4 virtual ECUs on a scalable ecosystem on the cloud.

KPIT offers VTE components to its clients as an accelerator for OEM-specific implementation. Furthermore, VTE provides accurate and stable co-

simulation orchestration for thousands of concurrent users to simultaneously submit multiple test jobs, enabling test execution for a release in

hours.

The Environment is integrated with Continuous Integration (CI), Continuous Deployment (CD), and Continuous Testing (CT) workflows across

the V cycle and provides health of the execution on the dashboard through identified KPIs.

Higher test coverage across the V Cycle

KPIT’s Environment provides component-level
virtual HIL setups and test environments for
faster ECU software validation and provides up to
90% in test coverage across the V cycle

Accelerate time to market with improved quality

The Environment is integrated with CI, CD and CT
workflows across the V cycle as the catalyst for
enabling quality and speed, by automating the
entire software release process. Also, enabling test
execution within hours instead of weeks

Integrated with leading automotive toolchains

The Environment is fully integrated with industry
leading tools such as dSPACE, Vector, and
Synopsys. Thus, OEMs can easily adopt it.
Furthermore, OEMs can customize the
Environment with their requirement-specific tools.

Continuous visibility of software quality

A Environment with 70+ KPIs distributed across
Business KPIs, System KPIs, and Application KPIs
to facilitate better strategic and business decision
making

Benefits
KPIT’s cloud-based Virtual Test Environment enables faster-integrated testing across the V Cycle, improving time to market, efficiency, and software 
quality by focusing on standard-based end-to-end processes.

With the recent advancement of technologies such as CASE, vehicles are becoming software-defined, with software development being the
most crucial component of vehicle development. The pressure to bring high-quality products into the market means the product must undergo
several rounds of testing to ensure issues are identified and rectified in time.

A traditional testing method using MIL, SIL, and HIL cannot meet the program schedules when multiple software integration points are present.
In addition, setting up a transparent process to get everyone on the same page becomes difficult not just for the management team but for
large teams across multiple locations. A lack of communication & visualization usually causes significant delays in delivery.

Virtual Test Environment 

KPIT on AWS

Challenges

A longer development cycle and Continuous visibility of software quality

KPIT Solution

Development of Virtual Test Environment  with integrated CI/CT across the 
V-cycle



Features

KPIT’s Virtual Test Environment  on AWS 
The AWS cloud helps accelerate execution performance for Continuous Integration (CI), Continuous Deployment (CD), and Continuous Testing (CT)

workflows. Containers are used to simulate the components in a cloud environment. AWS's cloud-based simulation and orchestration engine can run

parallel simulations with a large number of concurrent users. AWS capacity allows simulations to scale out and run standardized tests at regular

intervals. Moreover, AWS can host a large number of different vECUs and code versions to enable parallel development.

OEM's can use KPIT's ready-to-use accelerators on AWS, with the first test execution possible in 12 weeks.

Case Study: Leading OEM

On-demand scaling and parallel processing
The tests are scheduled simultaneously by users across the organization , these tests run in parallel depending on the
infrastructure and license availability. A cloud-based infrastructure scale can also be requested, depending on the
criticality of the project.

Heterogeneous operating system environments
The Environment enables the execution of vehicle components on best-fit OS containers (Linux/Windows) with co-
simulation across these containers. The components run in a co-simulated environment while the execution continues
on the OS it was modeled upon.

Engineering dashboard for continuous visibility in product quality
With an engineering dashboard integrated into the Environment , all execution logs are displayed based on 70+
well-defined KPIs on the central Environment . These 70+ KPIs can be viewed easily from module to program level
facilitating strategic decision making.

Environment diagnostics to monitor test execution at scale
The Environment 's error diagnostic feature detects warnings and errors during cloud test execution. Environment
performance diagnostics provide detailed insights into the time taken across executions, comparing real-time
executions and simulations.
.

Challenges

• The ineffective development and 
testing process, which was highly 
manual & time-consuming

• Inability of the development cycle and 
testing cycle to provide visibility of 
software quality

• A lack of transparency in the process 
to monitor SW debugging, logging, 
and test execution

Solution

• Tests are executed using level 1 to level 4
vECUs and integrated with vehicle
component models on a scalable
Environment

• The Environment is integrated with the
automated CI/CD processes to execute,
builds and tests enabling quality and speed.

• Applications and infrastructure are
continually monitored for best
performance enabling errors to be resolved
faster.

Results

• Reduced test cycles from weeks to
days with scalable automation
and parallel testing across the V cycle

• Accelerate development cycle and
test cycle with intent to reduce time
to market by ~30%

• Through quality gates, the leadership
team can track testing activities, with
automated escalations triggered as
needed
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